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Editorial

What Shall We Do Now?
The actions which took place at the
University since Wednesday have been in
many cases deplorable, · and above all
inexplicable. The National Guard's
dominance of the campus for five hours
Friday was inexcusable, ill-advised, ill-timed,
and disastrous. The administration's great
need to dominate the Union to have it
cleaned is incomprehensible. Throughout the
mess which has prevailed at UNM since
Wednesday, these two events stand out as
the epitomy of idiocy.
But these two points are viewed in
hindsight, and it is now time to look ahead
to what shall occur today, tomorrow, and
the remainder of the semester. There are
many students who feel that the events in

Cambodia and at Kent State, hanging as they
do now in our consciences, will not allow us
to sit in a classroom and stand the
bombardment of bullshit which has thus far
marked the American educational system.
There are those of us who want a pertinent,
intelligent alternative to the
rhetoric-specifically, we want the
opportunity to attempt to find an answer in
the midst of war, killing, and student strikes.
Our only hope at this time is that the
administration, faculty, and students will see
the need for such a "free university" where
those of us who will not, and can not, forget
the past week's events shall not be lost in the
traditions which have so far bound this
University to inflexibility.
Sarah Laidlaw
'Later! Later!'

(Editor's note: The following
letter was sent to President
Richard Nixon by Richard
Rudisill, an assistant professor of
art and art history at UNM.)
By RICHARD RUDISILL
1 have never before attempted
to address the President, and it is
not easy for me to do so now, but
my conscience as a private citizen,
combined with my commitment
as a university educator, will not
allow me the ease of remaining
silent. I must tell you plainly of
my feeling of sorrow, distress,
frustration, and anger over the
increasingly corrosive effects on
human life and American society
of the war in Indo-china. It is
time to stop the war now.
It seems insane to me that the
most powerful and influential
nation on this planet should have
entered upon a policy of war and
arrogant militarism so complete as
to require the death of four young
people for protesting the policy of
their nation in killing thousands
of additional people. As I see it, it
is . equally unrealistic that the
political leaders of the world's
major democracy should work so
vigorously as you and Mr. (Spiro)
Agnew have done to direct a
national atmosphere which
discredits and demands anyone
who seeks to reorient national
priorities away from war toward
the retrieval of humane concerns
in American life.
Mr. President, if we will
honestly open our minds to the
image of America as it appears to
people of university age, we can
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Faculty Approves 2 Alternatives

Folly' U Faction

Classes Optio·nal Now

Needs Thought Liberation
By RICHAR:O F. TOMASSON

yet even acknowledged, much less
told the public, the reasons for our
crisis behavior. They have talked
only in the most legalistic manner
of their need to regain control of
the Union and returning the
University to normal operation.
They are being most political
while trying to be apolitical.
(2) The Silent Faculty. These
are all the good and competent
faculty who belong to Middle
America, those who are really
interested in the astronauts, have
kids with short hair, and wives
who don't joke about the ''Love
Lust Poem." A:;; potential leaders,
they need to be made to
understand the moral crisis.
(3) "The boy scouts." (I detest
the term, b1.1t in this haste I
cannot think of a better one.)
These are all those people from
Rep. Ed Foreman to Charles
Bickel who want to commend the
kind of students who just went
home on Wednesday. These are,
for the most part, the student
sector of the silent majority.
These are the quiescent ones, the
least informed and the least
involved. They, along with most
of their elders, buy the line "I pay
my tuition and I want my
classes," generally for the most
individual and utilitarian reasons.
The most fatuous proposal of
Sat~rday's dismal faculty meeting
was the one commending the
students who went home on
Wednesday.
(4) Most important are the
people in general: the unaware,
the uncomprehending. Anyone in
Friday's peace march who looked
at the faces along the road could
not but be impressed by all those
uncomprehending and narcotized
faces, neither hostile nor friendly.
This is a crisis period of intense
polarization on the basis of age
and degree of sophistication. The
general stance of the University in
all this. must be to remain open
and to be tolerant of the militant
minorities on all sides. The
maximum options must be left
open to all. And we must keep as
our central focus rational and
organized behavior to end this
grotesque war. We must all be
models of propriety and reason as
were Friday's marchers.

Fleck's Folly is the name for
the total devotion to
conventional, legalistic, and
traditional· principles in
the presence of extraordinary
external pressures. In its milder
and more moderate form it is
known as Ferrel's Folly. The
present external pressure is the
01.1trage at the American
aggression in Cambodia, an
expansion of an insane war by the
naive believers in American
omnipotence and the American
faith. The outrage has b11en felt
around the world and has still
further isolated America from all
the other democracies.
This is perl1aps our greatest
popular movement since the
American Revolution. And it is
being led by the younger and
more aware and involved segments
of the population-by us; if I may
borrow a term from the New
Left: the "liberated" sectors of
the population. Here at UNM, as
everywhere, these are the graduate
students. The more articulate,
activt>, and aware undergraduates
are nearly all there, too. The
faculty, alas, is the least liberated;
however, most of the younger
faculty in the humanities, social
sciences, and fine arts (and many
'Dear Mr. President ... '
others) are at one with the
students in the conviction that the
University must, while staying
open, emphasize the issues of the
present crisis. The great danger in
not possibly be surprised at the goverpment so sternly reject all this is that various groups will
strength of their rejection of all dissent that young guardsmen are push their provincial obsessions to
efforts to perpetuate the reality of armed to kill their own peers.
the forefront: governance of the
that image. They have never in
Admit that disarmament University, the unfortunate plight
their lives seen a time of extended negotioations or peace talks are of the physical plant workers,
peace, nor have they seen a time sheer hypocrisy when we racism, control of the Union. This
when the large part of our simulataneously expand our we must not let happen!
national vitality has been put to missile forces and multiply new
What we must do is liberate
any but a war orientation. Our war fronts, and order an from Fleck's Folly (and its milder
environment is polluted beyond " immediate halt to both so that we variations) and keep our minds on
hope of complete retrieval, our may come to the conference the central issue: the war. We
minorities are in despair, our cities tables in Paris and Vienna with at must affect political change and
are in rot, our politics are cynical least a tiny shred of honesty. And stop this outrageous war. But, I
and unresponsive to public needs, finally, sir, admit that no repeat, 'we must do this through
and our educative structures are disadvantage arising by our keeping the University
tarnished by war research or withdrawal from Vietnam and functioning. And we must not
forced out of shape by polarities Cambodia could possibly equal antagonize those we are seeking to
arising from fear of the searching that which is now certain to come liberate.
questions asked by students who from the internal disunification of
Now, who must be liberated?
can not rationally accept such a America through the festering
( 1) Ferrel Heady and the
state of affairs.
misapplication of our national Board of Regents. They have not
These young people see that resources or through 'the festering
they are seldom heard or and loss of unsatisfied people as
franchised and are thus not able they are killed and denied the
to have genuine influence upon validity of their human concerns.
L<!tters nrc welcome nnd should be
the making of national policy
I submit that no force in life is
no longer than 250 words f;ypcwrit.
ten, double sp...,ed. Name, telephone
even though they are ultimafely more potentially destructive to a
r.nd nddre.s must be included. The
the people who must fight the man or a nation which bears it
name or the nuthor of the Jetter will
not be withheld.
wars that national policy brings than human concern for human
about. It is not an illogical event beings which is turned sour by
Questions Statement
after a two·week inspection found
to me that young people have at repression or denial or selfish
"the charges about the 'Sihanouk
least begun to reject society which neglect. You still have in your To the Editor:
Trail' and the 'Ho Chi Minh Trail'
manufactures wars for them to immediate option the opportunity
Nixon said of Cambodia: "For are untrue, as far as Cambodia is
fight and villifies them for to employ this power and lead it the past five years, . • North
challenging that society's lack of for the revitalizing of American Vietnam has occupied military concerned (and though)
life. But it is almost too late. I beg sanctuaries all along the movement of small numbers of
sense or cornpassion.
Please, Mr. Nixon, admit that you, sir, as I have previously asked frontier •.• Some of these extend persons across the border
undet.ecte~ is possible, (we find)
we can not save lives by fighting for nothing from any man in my up
to 20 miles into Cambodia .•. no evidence of U.S. allegations of
and killing, and withdraw our life: stop the war at once, turn These
large scale operations."
troops from all of Indo·China at your efforts and those of the territories communist·occupied
contain
base
camps,
. However, evidence of U.S.
once, Admit that no military nation you lead away from
training
sites,
logistics
facilities,
VIOlations
of the Geneva
enterprise can possibly offset the martial goals, and open the
rent in the fabric of brotherhood channels for the energy of our weapons and ammunition agreement was plentiful.
factories, airstrips, and POW
The Denver Post of May 3,
and social trust that comes.when people--and all people-to repair compounds."
• 1969 (UPI Saigon) reported our
you and other agents of our earthly home.
I maintain a file of clippings, military as stating: "The United
mostly from the Denver Post (DPI States for the past year has been
and AP), going back to 1965, and sending Green Beret teams into
they call Nixon's words into neighboring Cambodia to scout
CaseyChurcl1
serious question. Reading these, it communist troop movements
Holly Beckley
appears that over the years there .•. (they) lead small tearns
Paul Fleck
Sihanouk .appealed to many of mountain tribesmen into
sources to come and inspect his Cambodia on missionR specifically
Anne O'Brien, Everett Robinson, Judy lindsey, Sandy Schauer,
borders, in a desperate effort to approved by Washington,''
Pam Burgenheim, Carolyn Babb
refute U.S. "sanctuary" charges.
Two days after this April's
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Frank
"Inspectors" included U.S. coup, our govetnrnent recognized
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles And~ews, Susan Stern, Buffie
senators, members of the the new military strongman,
International Control whose first act was to suspend all
Lancaster, Eric Lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jane Barth,
Commission; United Nations; constitutional rights of the
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake, David
foreign
newspapers; British and
Gag11on
Canadian diplomats; officials of people, Over TV networks we saw
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
the American Friends· (Quakers), the bodies of purged Cambodians,
. hands tied behind, floating down
and Floyd McKissik of CORE.
Chester Painter, Bob Caruthers, Mikr~ Rowland, Tony Louderthe Mekong. It took !U\ American
bough
'I'he result was a steady stream invasion
to attain such freedoms'
of reports supporting Cambodia's for the Cambodians,
neutrality. Typically, one gr«?UP
Evelyn M. Mather

The full facul~y yester?ay overwhelmingly
administration and the faculty of UNM is
passed a r~solut10n offenng an optional basis
tha~
w_e do have a strong and compelling
for attendmg classes for the remainder of the
obli~atwn to the entire .student body to
semester.
contmue
regularly scheduled classes for the
The faculty, which filled. the
remainder
?f the se~ester." The action by
antrhopology lecture hall in a spe~;;ial session
the faculty IS an additiOnal step not intended
yeste.r~ay afternoon, passed a motion· to
replace the catalog stipulations.
providmg two alternatives, regular
"Those many students who wish to
attendance of classes, or non-penalized
complete their course work may continue to
withdrawal from clas,ses ·for the two and one
do
so. They may also avail themselves of the
half remaining weeks of the semester.
Free University offerings. A few students
The recommendation had been drawn up
may
wish to concentrate on the Free
at an ad. ~oc meeti~g of students, faculty,
University
courses and may do so without
and admimstrators m the Union Ballroom
undue penalty, under the action taken by
yesterday.
the
faculty," Travelstead said.
If a s~udent elects to drop a course he has
the optwns, to be determined between the
.The F~ee University courses were begun
individual faculty member and student of th1s mornmg. Most classes will be held in the
~ithdrawing without penalty, ta'king' an
IBM building and offices will be there also.
mcompleter, taking a credit or no credit
Ten classes have been set up, Titles include
grade, or of getting credit for the course on
Cambodia · and U.S. foreign and domestic
the basis of 12 weeks grades.
policy, ecology, defense contracts the
The move was termed by the faculty
military in l?ational decision making, the
members who spoke in its support "a gesture
UNM Phys~cal Plant strike, University
of good faith toward the students."
governance, VlOlence vs. non-violence racism
The motion is in two parts one that
and the BYU issue, and ROTC. Th~ other
reaffirmed the right of students "to continue
course is on long range planning of the Free
University.
in classes for which they registered " the
second the optional plan.
'
Faculty members who proposed
In moving passage of the "essence" of the
amendments to the proposal pointed out the
two part proposal, Vice President for
possible inequities in the system and
Academic Affairs Chester Travelstead said
technical difficulties in its implementation.
students have a right to complete the courses
'"fhere will be inequities in grading and
"they signed up for and paid money for."
work and many will be difficult to work
''But ~·e must recognize things have
out," said Warren Wagar, history professor
changed smce Feb. 1. Students are interested
after yesterday's meeting.
'
in things not scheduled in the catalog. This
Paul Davis, English professor, termed the
plan offers a freedom and flexibility that I
proposal
a "comprehensive education
could not have proposed five years ago, or
experiment.
Students will have 12 weeks
perhaps even two weeks ago," he said.
experience on which to make a decision
Travelstead said he wanted "to
they will know· what they are staying with·
re-emphasize that the position of the
or what they are leaving."
'

r-· ···---
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Pickets

Students picketed the Physical Plant offices nl.'ar Yale and Lomas·
throughout the day in support of Physical Plant workers who called
a strike !1-.fonday morning. The number of wotkers on strike is still
undetermmed.

Union Election Set
For UNM Employes

UNM officials and members from two unions seeking to
represent UNM employes announced Monday a
representation election for June 3 and called for an end to
agitation for a Physical Plant strik;.
"Current agitation for a strike by Physical Plant
e~ployes is not in the best interests of UNM workers. It
will be much better to permit the election campaign
procedures to be followed so that the UNM workers can
dec~de the question of collective bargaining, Then if they
dec1~e on ,~ c~urse of collec~ive bargaining we will get to
the Issues, said Jerome Bmley of the Communications
Wo~kers of America and Gilbert Vigil of Professional
Mamtenance and Service Employes, in u prepared
statement.
Lawrence C. Yehle, director of personnel at UNM said
the University is .c<;>mmitted to bargaining collectiv;ly if
the worke;s ~ecide to ask for collective bargaining
representati_on 111 the June 3 election, which will concern
non-professiOnal, non-supervisory, and non-clerical UNM
personnel.
President r:errel Heady announced yesterday during the
fact~lty me~tmg that the University "would arrange an ·•
ea~her electiOn date for official union representation if the
umons and ~he Arbitration Association agree."
Yehle said the custodians who joined the picket lines
wer~ to the best of his knowledge, not scheduled to work
until 4 p.m. However, David Arguello from the Chicano
Studies Center said at 6 p.m. that these workers had not
gone on duty and were on strike, and that they were
supported by some of the day workers.
. The Physical Plant Organizing Committee presented a
hst of workers demands Monday during an impromptu rally
on the Mall. Workers demands are:
Pay a minimum wage of $2.50 an hour for all starting
non-academic workers;
Provide automatic inflation adjustment every three
months;
Fire Myron Fifield, ~hysical Plant director, and Hyman
Adler, manager of servwes for the Physical Plant "for 18
..
years of discrimination";
Workers choose their· own foremen, supervisors, and
lead men;
Establish a grievance committee, chosen by workers to
monitor all firings;
.
Give full back pay to Jose Hererra for the entire period
of his disablement; and
Offer immediate rehire with full back pay for George
Trujillo, accused of excessive sick absences.
·During the rally, ASUNM President Eric Nelson urged
students to fortify Physical Plant picket lines and "boycott
the Union food service using scab labor."
Martin Bergman, a member of Young Americans for
Free?o~ (Y A~), said he had seen "overwhelming evidence
of discrtmmatwn on campus," and said he would ask YAF
to support the strike.
Y AF Chairman Chris Olson said later Monday YAF is
b~ck~ng the workers demands in the area of ethnic,.,...
dtscnmination. .
The UNM faculty Saturday passed a resolution opposing
threatened sanctions against striking Physical Plant
workers.
Workers received a note, signed by Fifield in their
paychecks Friday which stated any employe wh~ did not
work his normal shift on that date (May 8) ~'would be
subject to disciplinary action."

Nixon, Gov's. Discuss College Unrest
Governors Blast Agnew for Attacks on Student Dissent

By HELEN 'rliOMAS
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew was reported Monday to
have asserted heatedly that
"anti·intellectuals" had taken over
American colll:!ges and that "we have to
re-establish authority on the campus."
Accounts of an angry discussion
between Agnew and some govetnOl'S on the
issue of student dissent emerged after
President Nixon and high administration
officials met for more than three hours at
the White House with most U.S, govemors.
The White House and some othe1·
governors quoted Agni:!W as saying that he
would like to tour the carnpuscs to explain
administration policies but that this would
be difficult because he could not be heard
over the protestors.
Cargo Divulges Dispute
The first word of the clash came from
Republicarl Gov. David Cargo, w~o left the

conference early to catch a plane. He
~ u~~ed Agnew . as. say ii1g that
anti·mtellecttu·als were m control of the
campuses and until they are removed there
would be no way to carry on a dialogue
with students or the faculty.''
<?ov. Kenneth M. Curtis, Democrat of
Ma111e, quoted Agnew as saying, "we have
to clear out the radicals and the rascals "
Said Curtis: ·"There's got to be ~ Jot
tnore restrained talk from the national
adrninistratiort. If we tell the students not
to react violently 1 we have to ptactice what
We. preach. We, too, have to exercise
restraint."
White House Press Secretary Ronald
Ziegler insisted there were "no heated
exchanges," It was instl:!ad he said "a
... ". B ut Cargo called
' it a "firery
'
d •ISCUSSIOn,
and controvm:sial exchange" which was set
off when Gov. Frank Licht' of Rhode

Island, a Democrat, made the observation
there was insufficient communication with
students.
Student dissent appearbd to have
dominated Nixon's session with the
governors, which was called to discuss not
only student unrest but the primary
sources of their concern-the President's
decision to commit U.S. troops to
Cambodia.
Most of the 46 state and territorial
governors who attended the rneeting
seemed satisfied with Nixon's explanation
of the reason that prompted hirn to enter
Cambodia on what he has insisted is a
limited operation designed to stymie the
Communists' logistical ability to arnount
and sustain a prolonged military offensive
in South Vietnam.
. Nixon Accepts Telethon
As for the students, Gov. Francis W.

Sargent (R·Mass.) urged Nixort to hold a
telethon to explain his views on the
campuses. The President was reported to '
have replied that he liked the idea b1.1t that
he did not specifically commit hi~self.
Ziegler said later Nixon would be "very
willirtg to do that."
Var!ous governors said Agnew,
emphasized that . campus troubll:!s werl:!
being fomeu ted by small cliques of
unreasonable student radicals.
This view was disputed by some
governors, notably Licht, who maintained
that student protestors were expressing
their views generally in a peaceful fashion
and that they should be dealt with
moderately.
Gov. John A. Love of Colorado the
Republican chairman of the National
(Continued on page 2)
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·Vigil Admits Guard Call

Charges Against W.
Protested by BSU

Cargo Gave Authority to Polict~ Chief
State Police Chief Martin Vigil Saturday
accepted responsibility for th~ use of the
National Guard on campus Friday.
Vigil said he had not contacted President
Ferrel Heady about the decision, and that he
did riot d~termine the extent of the guard
operation.
A 150·man unit of the guard was called to
campus Friday at 6 p.m. to aid city, state,
and campus police in removing a group of
students from the New Mexico Union. The
were being removed in fulfillment
•• students
of a restraining order sought by the UNM
Regents. State policemen arrested 131
persons in the incident. Following their
arrest, 10 people were injured by
guardsmen's bayonets in the area outside
the Union.
Vigil said he talked to Gov. David Cargo
"about 9:30 a.m." Friday and requested the
call up.
"I told him I would like to have them on
stand-by alert. He said he would do it. That
automatically leaves the decision to use
them or not to use them or how to use them
entirely up to me," he said.
Colonel Vigil told reporters at a press
conference Friday night at the National
.,. Guard armory that although he had called
the guard h~ "was not in any position to tell
them exactly what to do, because we (New

GO.y. C.arg 0
(Contmued from page 1)
Governors Conference, said the
highlight of the discussion was the
need to establish "permanent
channels" of communication with
the young.
He and Ziegler said Nixon
received a standing, spontaneous
ovation at the end of the meeting
when the President asserted that
!iiQ
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Mexico State Polic·e) are not an authority on
that."
Vigil also said Saturday Heady had not
known of the guard action.
Heady said Friday night he had heard of
the guard movement only 15 minutes before
it happened.
At the" time he and the Regent's were in
conference on a proposed compromise to
put the Union under the joint control of the
Union Board and the Faculty Policy
Committee,
Vigil also said neither Heady nor the
Regent's had requested the guard be called
in ..
"Whether Heady wanted the National.
Guard or didn't want the National Guard
didn't make a damn bit of difference. It was
all up to me," Vigil said.
"The use of the National Guard in my
opinion and judgment was a necessary
movement and was done in the interest of
protecting the students involved," he said.
Vigil said he felt the operation went
extremely well and "at least one person in a
position of authority at the campus said the
same thing."
Maj. Gen. Donald Doane said he was
conducting an "internal investigation" of the
incidents on the Mall and said all
guardsmen's bayonets "have been
impounded and are undergoing check."

crl•tl•Clzes
• A gn e W

his policy was directed toward
having "a free America for these
young people."
The Vice President stated that
"we have to re-establish authority
on the campuses," Cargo said.
Agnew stressed "control of what
h e d e s c r i b e d as t h e
anti-intellectual forces," he added.
Nixon called the conference
last week to discuss the U.S.
thrust into Cambodia and the
violence it touched off on streets
• and campuses throughout the
country. Forty-six of the nation's
state and territorial governors
attended thetable
session
around
rectangular
in the
Whitea

~~~~~~~~~~!!~~~·_!.!H~o~u~se~s~ta~te:_:d~i~n~in~g[r~o~o~m.!:_____.___
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•

Gov. Albert· P. Brewer also
departed after about three hours.
He said only that he had to attend
a rally in his home state of
Alabama. Cargo told newsmen
that others among the governors
"were not in agreement" with
Agnew's views which he said the
Vice President expressed "quite
forcefully." He did not identify
the dissenters.
Reporters asked whether the
question of Agnew's "rhetoric"
came up in the debate. "No, but I
think it was hanging on the
fringes," he said.
Cargo he
saidthought
the governors
what
was got
an
"extremely lucid" explanation of
the military and d.iplomatic
aspects of the Cambodian
operation from Nixon, Secretary
of State William P. Rogers, and
Gen. John Vogt, a high aide to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Cargo said he thought Nixon
and his aides had been "most
persuasive." He added: "If they're
successful in Cambodia, they have
scored and scored big.''

II

Lonesome Dave
Supporters

l

Students gathered on the Mall
yesterday for a rally concerning
support of the Physical Plant
worker's strike.

Volunteers GSA Participation

Pickens Urges Investigation

Phony News Story
Fools Wayne State
DETROIT (CPS)-It was a boring weekend, and the
paper needed copy, so editor John Grant and the rest of
the staff of the Wayne State (University) South End
decided to make up a story for the paper's front page.
Students picking up the South End April 20 were met
by a huge headline reading "Grant Ousted." The story
went on to say the paper's offices had been raided and
Grant arrested for staging a sleep-in for peace in the office.
The school's president, William Keast, was reported to be
behind the move.
1
Some peop e believed the story, so the next issue of the
South End reported that Keast "announced his intentions
to become the new editor of the South End."
According to the paper, Keast said "['m tired of playing
d f"ddl
d h
E
kn
th t th
secon
1
e aroun
ere. veryone
ows
a
e
editorship of the South End is the most powerful position
in this University. It's about time I got a piece of the
action."
The story went on to say that Keast wanted to make
Grant President of Wayne State, but that Grant was not
mollified. "He's a racist, a facist, a Maoist, and an
academic," said Grant.
On the theory no one would believe that, the paper
rest e d · Th en came th e P hone ca11 · Th e p u bl'teat'Ion Board
was appointing News Editor Steve Raphael as the new
editor. The staff told the pub board that it was all a spoof.
Not willing to accept that, the Pub Board met to decide
whether to fire Grant for claiming he had been fired. They
voted against it, and let him off with a reprimand.
Grant's sleep-in, by the way, was the real thing.

.. Gov. David F. Cargo Thursday signed a petition expressin his
£concern and revulsi~n." over the Kent State University killi~ of
our students. The petition was presented to him by the GSA.

GSA President Bill Pickens in a
letter to UNM President Ferrel
Heady_ yesterday urged Heady
request the Law School and Gov
David F. Cargo undertake a~
"extensive and honest
examination" of the actions of
the National Guard on this
campus. The death of our
institution is certain if force from
any agency is allowed to go
unchallenged," Pickens told
Heady.
He said that GSA "will be glad
to participate in any plans
discussions, or proposals which
will. insure that th!s tragedy {the
NatiOnal Guard act10n) shall never
be repeated.''

.Pickens also asked Heady to set

~side one .hour a week to appear

m the Umon and discuss mutual
problems with students because
''it has become apparent that
most members of this University
community have simply not
talked enough together in the
past.''
The weekly talks could be
expanded into "a very
constructive program of
interaction if interest justifies it "
Pickens wrote.
'
He also called for unionization
of the Physical Plant workers for
collective bargaining and higher
wages for the workers, "even if
that means cutting back in other
places.''

"We have all learned that this
University is going to have to
sacrifice if it is going to continue
a.nd improve, and I think you will
fmd that each of us is willing to
do so in order to insure that none
among us lives at a substandard
wage.

"I believe that many of the
workers requests are just and for
the sake of the University request
that the administration adopt as
many as possible," he said.
•
Pickens wrote 'the letter to
Heady because the "events of the
past week have demonstrated that
our University is deeply troubled
and must come face to face with
problems at this time."

i

Demands for the . reinstatement of Allen Cooper as a
UN:ty.I stud~nt and the dropping of all charges brought
agamst fiVe black UNM students involved in last
Wednesday's flagpole incident were added to Physical
Pla!lt workers' . demands last night at a Black Student
Umon (BSU) rally,
Spea.kers asked th? audience of about 200 students in
the Umon ~allroc:m If they appr6ved dropping all charges
brought agamst f1ve black students in connection with last
week's flagpole knifings, and the reinstating. of Allen
Cooper, suspended UNM student, to be added to Physical
Plant workers demands. After audience applause the new
demands were added to tne Physical Plant workers list."
Senator Barbara Brown asked for donations to provide
defense counsel for the five black students charged with
·
·
aggravated battery.
Last week a confrontation between students including
several blacks, attempting to lower the flag to' half staff
and. s~u~ents objecting to the lowering led to a fight and
the m]unng of both black and white students.
. Miss Brown said Senator Sam Johnson was performing
hiS duty as a senator "when he lowered the flag to half
staff, and white hands reached for him."
Miss Brown said,'"95 percent of the whites participating
in . the student strike were a bunch of hypocrites. The
strike would have fallen on its face if the flagpole incident
hadn't occurred."
Earlier yesterday, the BSU issued a statement protesting
legal charges. brought against the five black students. The
sta~ement sard the charges were "discriminatory since no
yvh~tes were arrested. It is clear that the confrontation was
mcited by the attack of a white male student against a '·
black student senator."
·
Sonny Flowers, a black student involved in the National
G~ard col'!frontation last Friday said, "non-violence died
With Martm Luther King." He called the whites present at
~?~ rally "honkies" and urged his fellow black students to
k1ck ~he ass of anyone who comes down on you."
Durmg the "ope?" rap session, a white student was
ask~d to stop spea~mg when Miss Brown said the girl was
?ettmg off the subJect, by "claiming that color wasn't the
Issue."

i

r·
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Union Says Courts Curb Public Employes

ACLU Affirms Right to Strike

diamonds ... Expertly cut
... set with elegant grace!
for your Bride-to-be!

The·right of public employes to
strike to gain redress of grievances
was reaffirmed May 1, by the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) in a memorandum to its
4 7 affil".ates.
The ACLU's statement noted
the "growing tendency" of courts
to curb strikes of public school
teachers by injunctions. Cited as a
recent example of the use of
injunction power was the case of
David Selden, president of the
American Federation of Teachers,
who was released May 1 after
serving a 60-day jail term for
disobeying a court order
forbidding picketing in the recent
Newark, N.J. teacher's strike.
While not contesting the

Antigua
... 'n gifts for

Mother and
Graduates

2312 CENTRAL SE OPPOSITE POPEJOY HALL

legality of the injunction used in
Selden's case, the ACLU said
legislation should provide for
"adequate procedures by which
public employes can press their
grievances without violating the
law."
Teachers in several other states
have been pen~lized for striking or
strike connected activities in
recent years. The teachers' actions
are completely lawful, according
to the ACLU statement, "except
for the assumptions by state and
federal governments that they
may constitutionally limit or
prohibit public employes from
striking."
The report stated "until these
defined
are more

IJUA
Bowl of Chili . . . . . . .
Tamales . . . . . . . . . .
Enchiladas
meat or cheese . . .
2 for

29¢
29¢
27¢
43¢

Tacos . . . . . . . , . . . .
Tostadas . . . . . . . . . .
Frijojles . . . . . . . . . .
Chiliburgers . . . . . . .

~11 Mo11day thru Friday 11 to

27¢
27¢
27¢
27¢

Burros red or green
with bean ...... . 24¢
with meat
48¢
combination ..... 48¢
Combination Plate .. 87¢

u, Saturday 11 to 9:30,

Sunday 11 to 10, 1830 Loma1 Blvd. N.E.

legislation which guarantees
public employes full and fair
avenues for collective bargaining,
the Union (ACLU) deplores the
tendency of some judges to shoot
from the judicial hip with
injunctions that Interfere with
constitutionally protected rights.''
The ACLU's policy states:
"Where laws forbidding strikes by
teachers exist, teachers and their
organizations are justified in
taking all steps necessary to test
their constitutionality and work
for their repeal."

New Mexico Lobo
Box 20, University P.o., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone ( 505)
277-4102, 277·4202
The New Mexico Lobo is
published daiiy every regular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student PubllcatioM of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and Is
not fhtaneially associated with
UNM. PrintM by the UNM Printing
Plant with second claS$ t>ostngc paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription tlitc is $7 for
the M<~dcntic ycrtr.
The opinions NtPressed on t~e
editorial 11agcs of 1'hc Lobo are
those ol the au thor solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of The Li>bo.
Nothing necessarily rcllrescnh the
views of the Asuoeiatcd Studailts or
the University of New Mexico.

Bring it on home, and save some extra
bread doing it. Ei.ther of two ways.
You can get a confirmed reservation '
and strll use a Frontier Youth Card to get
a 20% discount.
Or, you can use the card to fly standby, and save a full40%, in some markets.

.

-

'

. The card itself costs three dollars ' and
1t's good until you're twenty-two. You can
use it on other airlines.
Hit us up for 20% to 40% every time
you fly. Get a card at any Frontier Airlines
counter.
It's good for a lot of trips.
--

FRONTIEI'I>AIRLINES
...__,_
a better way to fly
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Classes resumed at most Illinois
colleges and universities.
University of Chicago President
Edward H. Levi, announcing the
university would remain open,
~aid : "Political action to close the
university is misguided. It will not
end the war. It is a suppre~>Sion of
freedom."
Scuffles broke out when
anti-strikers at Portland, (Ore.)
State University tried to take ·
down street barricades thrown up
by strikers, Some 500 anti-strikers
marched to city hall demanded
that Mayor Terry Schrunk take
action. He promised the
barricades would be taken down.
Georgia Protest In11ignificant
The protest at the University of
Georgia dwindled to 11 students
seated beneath a tree in front of
Presiden Fred C. Davison's office.
The rest of the student body of
18,000 went to classes together
with thousands of others at
Georgia's 26 state supported
colleges and universities,
Officials of , the Institute for
Defense Analys~~ (IDA) obtained
a superior court'~njunction against
some 350 Princeton University
antiwar protestors who have been
blocking the entrance to .th€ ·IDA .
"think-tank" since Thursday.
The fire department at
Madison, Wis., reported that there
were 20 major firebombings and
. arson attempts on and near the
University of Wisconsin campus,
with $270,000 damage, during
rioting and violence last week.

Speech Professor
SEE A YOUTHFUL EUROPE
WITH BRITISH STUDENT ESCORTS
VARIED PROGRAMS. LEISURE '
TIME WITH PERSONAL FREEDOM •
ON A S.T.O.P. TOUR

tor more information and a brochure call

IVIanarch Travel Inc.
2.43-~311
-Complete Travel ServiceNo Charge For Our Service
. AIR- RAIL-STEAMSHIP
Tour and cruise arrangements for travel everywhere and
anywhere, domestic and, Europe, aod worldwide, escorted or independent.
Lobby-National Building, 505 Marquette, NW
Ruth Haid, Manager; Pat Heckler, Agent; Shari King, Agent

Monarch Makes Memories

RESIDENCE BALLS COUNCIL
OFFERS

FREE TUTORING
QUALIFIED TUTORS TO HELP STUDENTS
HAVING PROBLEMS IN:
CHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY, GRMAN, FRENCH, SPANSH,
PHYSICS~ PSYCHOLOGY, .~ND ENGLISH.
AT LA POSADA DINING HALL
TIMES:
MONDAY:

FROM 7 to 10 P.M.
TUESDAY:

Gerald M. Goldhaber will join
UNM's department of speech as
an assistant professor, in
September, after receiving his
doctorate, at Purdue this June, in
communication statistics.
Goldhaber, a native of
Brookline, Mass., majored in
speech with a minor in political
science in earning his B.A. at the
University of Ma~>Sachusetts in
1965.
He received his M.A. in speech
at the University of Maryland in
19 6 7 where he worked as a
graduate assistant. He is
completing his doctorate on a
General Electric research grant.

FRENCH
SPANISH
MATH
FROM 7 to 10 P.M.

WEDNESDAY: PSYCHOLOGY
PHYSICS
ENGIJSH
OR CALL 277-5578

Macy

WORLD. NEWS
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia-Elements of a South Vietnamese armada
docked at Phnom Penh Monday after a 60-mile .tip up the Mekong
River which lifted a Communist hold on the waterway, It was the
deepest penetration. the allies have made into Cambodia from
neighboring Vietnam.
Official communiques said four Americans were killed in supporting
the thrust by water up the Mekong. The South Vietnamese command
said 179 north Vietnamese and Viet Cong were slain 'in ·clearing
operations along the riverbanks at a cost of·15 South Vietnamese killed
and 31 wounded.
Most of Phnom Penh's 600,000 residents, spared thus far in the
fighting which has engulfed wide areas of Cambodia, turned out to
watch in silence as the South Vietnamese flotilla arrived under a heavy
rain that heralded the early advent of the monsoons. Soviet-built MIGs
of the Cambodian air force streaked overhead before the rains came.
Overall U.S. casualties in. the multi-front Cambodian campaign which
J:legan April 30 were placed at 84 killed and 314 wounded, South
Vietnam has reported at least 225 of its men slain, and 1000 wounded.
The allies claim to have killed 5297 North Vietnamese and VietCong in
action that has centered in Cambodia's Fishhook and Parrot's Beak
areAs.

WASHINGTON-The Senate Foreign Relations Committee voted
Monday to try to use the Congressional power over the purse strings to
hold President Nixon to his promise to withdraw American forces from
•.
•
Cambodia by the end of June.
By a 9·4 vote, the committee approved an amendment to the
Military Sales Bill that would bar the use of appropriated money for
"retaining United States forces in Cambodia."
Voting against the amendment were Sens. John Sparkman, D·Ala,,
Thomas J. Dodd, D-Conn., Karl Mundt, R·S.D., and John J. Williams,
R-Del.
Debate on the measure was expected to begin Wednesday or
Thursday with a vote almost certain before the end of the week.
Prospects for passage appeared strong. In one of the most optimistic
outloo.ks for the amendment, Sen. Alan Cranston, D·Cal., said he
counted 42 senators committed to support it plus 18 "maybes".

Kent Eyewitnesses Will Tell Story

The experimental UNM
Drop-In Center has increased
scholarships to students from an
impoverished area of Albuquerque
by more than 300 percent in less
than one year.
Student-director Frank
Gallegos, a 26-year-old Roswell
Navy veteran, has facts to back up
his claim that the center is
working.
"In the school year 1969-7(1,
the University gave 23
scholarships to students from
Albuquerque High School.
These scholarships are worth more
than $35,000," Gallegos explains.
The Center, located near
Albuquerque High School in the

Model Cities area, is funded and
"Most of them really never
staffed by the UNM student body. knew so much financial aid was
The ASUNM Senate allocated available. They had nothing in
$3000 for the first five months of their past experience to
operation and another $2700 for substantiate our claims that they
next year's operating costs.
could get into college and, in fact,
Five UNM students and one get money from the University,"
senior from the high school Gallegos, a junior business major
provide counseling for high said.
schoolers who either don't know
"After a while they became
about post-graduate -educational more receptive and things began
opportunities or don't feel they moving. We helped them fill out
could qualify for any education forms and go through all the
beyond high school.
procedures of getting finan!)ial a·id
Working with counselors and from the University, Most of our
teachers at the high school, work really consists of telling
Gallegos and his: crew went to them
what is available and how to
classrooms and explained what apply for it."
the drop-in center was. Students
The six-student team has also
were skeptical at first,
visited classrooms at Valley and
Rio Grande high schools in the
Albuquerque valley areas. Like
the Albuquerque High area, these
parts of town send a
disproportionately small
AN EXHIBITION & SALE
percentage of students to UNM.
presented by
While the drop·in center is
frankly
experimental, Gallegos,
LONDON GRAFICA ARTS
and UNM student activities
a member of the
director Carl Jackson, a former
London Arts Group
Lobo football star, feel the center
may be the . beginning of real
More than 400 original etchings,
communication between the
lithographs, woodcuts, and
campus and the underprivileged
screenprints including works by:
portions of Albuquerque. Jackson
was a prime mover irt the
CALDER, CHAGALJ.:', PICASSO,
formation of the center artd
VASARELY, REMBRANDT and
Worked with the Model Cities . ~
program personnel to iron out
··
LONDON ARTS' PUBLICATIONS
details.
originals from $10 to $4000
"A lot depends on whether we
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
get federal funding next year,"
· Ballroom
Jackson says. "With more money
we can do a lot more. These kids
Wednesday ~ May 13, 1970
this year have shown that they do
want a college education. It's up
10 a~m.
5 p.m~.
to us tohelp them get .it."
,
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entails the expansion of chapters
throughout the West, the
development of positions for
summer internships for law
students and the recruitment of
students to act as interns. He said
that the job will also include
coordination of local chapter
activities and liaison between the
local chapters and the national
office in New York.

Data ~ought on Events

Congress Questions Expenditures

AHS Given 82 Stipends

Given New Post

(Edwin Macy, 25, third year LSCRRC to support," Macy
law student at UNM, has been commented.
appointed director of the Western
He noted, as an example, the
Regional Office of the Law . law
student group is now
Students Civil Rights Research providing legal aid to the Black
Council (LSCRRC) effective AQg. Panther Party and the Chicago
1.
Conspiracy and Weathermen
The appointment was made trials.
April 25 at thi LSCRRC national
Speaking about his new
position as Western regional
convention in Chicago.
director, Macy said that t9e job
In an interview last Tuesday,
Macy discussed the structure and
function:; of .the national
organization and of his new
position. He explained the
function of LSCRRC as two fold,
first as law students. organized to
act on their own ·in draft
Information i~ being sought by
· counseling, consumer education, many
campus and off-campus
prison reform, and other organizations on last weekend's
activities; and, second, to provide events at UNM. Most of the
law students for a~>Sistance to information sought will be used
LSCRRC movement lawyers !lnd for documentation of the
organizations.
weekend's events, or in legal or
Macy pointed out that in the investigatory action.
last five years LSCRRC has moved .
In offering information to
from a largely nortlieastern those who seek the information
United States group with 25 The Lobo is not necessarily
chapters and 1000 members to a advocating the position of any
national organization ·with 92 organization involved.
chapters and 9000 members. One
The following is a list of the
result of this rapid growth, he organizations seeking statements
said, has been that LSCRRC has or photographs on the weekend's
not been able to fully publicize its events.
activities_ "To many people,
The Law School is soliciting
LSCRRC still has the image of the photographs and statements on
liberal organization that it was in the National Guard incident.
1964, when in fact no activity has Persons with such information are
been deemed too radical for asked to meet in the Law School,

Ships Dock at Phnom Penh

CLEVELAND-Four Kent State University students said Monday
they planned to tour the country to tell their "eyewitne~>S" accounts of
last week's shootings of four students on the school's c11mpus.
The group, which called itself the ""Committee of Kent State
Ma~>Sacre Witnesses," also said they would try to encourage support for
a May 30 anti-war rally.
Mike Alewitz, 19, a sophomore from Painesville, Ohio said letters
were being sent to 18,000 Kent students asking them to join the
committee if they witnessed the killings.
"While informing people exactly what took place at Kent, the
speakers will stress the importance of peaceful, non-violent
demonstrations in order to avoid any further assaults from the police or
National Guard, Alewitz said.
The students organized the tour at Case Western Reserve University
here .
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Law Student to Direct Nat'l Council

By Unit~d Press International

U Awards Grants Totaling $35,000
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Colleges Resume Classes
United Pre~>S International
University in Palo Alto, Cal., was
College 1>tudents. ended strikes reported at least 50 percent
and returned to classes at scores effective. Only about 25 percent
of campuses across the nation of Syracuse University's 17,00.0
Monday. However, strikes, students showed up for classes.
picketing, and turmoil continued
California state colleges and
at many schools,
university campuses reopened
The emotional upheaval after a four-day shutdown, and
triggered by the movement of the big, private University of
U.S. troops into Cambodia and Southern California also
the killings of four Kent, Ohio, reopened.
State Unive.rsity students
City University of New York
appeared to be subsiding.
reported its 17 colleges open but
But it was far from "business as most of the professors and the
.,usual" in higher education.
172,000 students were devoting
A group that called itself the class time to discussions of world
~'National Strike Center" reported
and domestic problems. Some
that at least 157 campuses were 5000 students of City
still shut down. There was no College-about one quarter of the
significant back-to-school total registration-voted to
movement in the Boston area.
continue a student strike after a
Stanford Strike Effective
student speaker urged them · to
A continuing strike at Stanford "bring down this government."
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. . strikes Continue on Many Campuses
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Lobo photo by Bruce Krause

Memorial Penny

I

The sign reads, "This penny fell
from the pocket of Bill 'Truck'
Cunningham and rolled approx.
30 ft. and came to rest on its
edge, where it now stands. Be very
careful." It was still standing at
the north door after police cleared
the Union Friday to arrest 131
students.

Campus Briefs
Lobo Goof

UNM President Ferrel Heady
did not· state "I am not prepared
to give the faculty complete·
control . . • I think professors are
under no obligation to teach," as
erroneously stated in yesterday's
Lobo. Heady said, "I am not
prepared to give the faculty
complete control ••. I think
professors are under obligation to
teach." The Lobo regrets the
error.

Observatory Open House
Tickets are still available for
this Thursday's free open house at
the UNM department of physics
and astronomy observatory.
The free tickets may be picked
up at the departmental office irt
the physics building at the corner
of Lomas and Yale NE. Children
under 12 must be accompanied by
an adult.
The viewing will be trom 8:30
to 10:30 p.m. in the observatory
north of the physics building.
Parking wiii be in the
departmental lot.
This is the last in this year's
series of open houses.

To Die in Madrid
"To Die in Madrid,"
award·winning French
documentary film about the
Spanish Civil War, will be shown
at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the Union
Ballroom at UNM.
It is the last in a documentary
series sponsored by the National
and International Affairs
Community of ASUNM. The
series also included "The Triumph
of the Will" and "The Battle of
Algiers."
Admission charge is 50 cents.

SEA
The Students for
Environmental Action will meet
tonight at 7 p.m. in room 250•C
of the Union.

I

be this Thursday's presentation by
the UNM Societe du Cinema.
This final movie in this
semester's series stars Charles
Boyer and Hedy Lamarr and was
directed by John Cromwell.
Admission is by season
subscription or on a seats available
basis at 75 cents per person.

question!
EverWonderwhyyour
friends are "Pleased as
Punch" after driving
30 miles south to Belen
to select their diamond
rings at
Trembly's Jewelry?
You Will Be Too !
You will also fi.nd out
why our slogan is
"Its Fun to Shop
at Trembly's"
Keepsake-Cherished
Orange Blossom
Starfire & Encore
Diamonds

=•
TREMBLY'S
~~

208 S. Main 864-8632
Belen, New Mexico

Serving New Me:vico
since 194r

1h Block South of
the second stoplight
on your left

•···

Just everyone who sees your eyes in beautiful
bloom with Maybel!ine Daffodil eye shadow!
One of three exciting shadow bouquetsDaffodil, Peach Blossom, Pink Peony- in
the Maybelline Blooming Colors collections.
Just blend, shade, and shape using two soft
petal colors, high lighter, and the contour shade in
every compact. Try them all -Daffodil eyes,
Peach Blossom eyes, and Pink Peony eyes.
Be blooming beautiful! Only $2.

BLOOMING COLORS
eye shadowcolledions.

room 103 at 7 p.m. tonight,
The White Panther Party
requests all pictures or copies of
pictures taken in their offices last
Thursday and Friday sent to 611
Arno SE in care of Paul
Sobrinsky.
Information or photos
concerning the stabbings that
occurred near the flagpole
Wednesday afternoon may be
taken to the black studies center
in .Mesa Vista Hall.

TYPING
by Professional Secretary
IBM Selectric Typewriter
Call Mrs. Young-298-5789
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Letters Express Differing
Strike
Views
~e

/r

j

David Bookert

Lloyd Eaton

Sam Johnson

Jay Morrison

Fall Highlights-Four Wins, Cheering Feud

(Editor's note:· This is the i~rst
of a three part series summarizing
the fall, winter, and spring sports
of 1969-70,)
The first significant happening
of the 1969-70 year of sports
occurred before a scheduled game
took place. The cheerleadersA long
and unappreciated part . or the
UNM sports scene, decided to
oust Sam Johnson from the
squad. Sam had achieved a
position on the squad last year
when his "It's in your eye" cheer
252·t Central S.E.

Aeros< from Johnson Gymnasium

LEITZ Drnfiing & Engineering SupPlies
Discount ro UNM Srudenrs

received national acclaim in
Sports Illustrated magazine. The
cheerleaders claimed that Johnson
was guilty of missing practices and
demanding too much of the
squad.
Sam countered that his
dismissal was due to a personality
conflict with the captain of the
cheerleaders. The resulting · feud
caused the eventual disbanding of
the squad completely.
The first story along regular
lines was that the Lobos lost their
20th straight game as Army
downed the 'Pack, 31·14. The
Lohos lost their 21st to UTEP
before surpising the world with a
16·7 upset over Kansas, the team
that had humiliated them the year
before by the score of 68·7. The
string was broken and the Lobos
no longer held the uncoveted

kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free

SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Cen!er,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE
----· ----~--------

number one slot on the bottom
10 poll.
The football team ended up
with a 4-6 record, beating Kansas,
.San Jose, Wyoming, and New
Mexico State. Rudy Feldman was
the object of much praise since his
team was not given a prayer of
winning two games.
Against San Jose, the Lobos
trailed 21-7 at the half but came
back to win it, 27-24. Joe
Hartshorne accountedrfor the last
six crucial points for the Lobos
with two field goals and Jay
Morrison had his best game of the
season with three pass
interceptions and no less than 13
unassisted tackles.
The Lobos beat Wyoming
soundly, 24·12. The highlights of
that game were two touchdown
passes. In the first one,
quarterback Rocky Long hit Sam
Scarber for the first time in the
season and big Sam lumbered 78
yards for the score. Later, Long
found John Stewart along the
sidelines for another TD.
But the season was dubbed a
success the next week as the
Lobos pulled one out against arch

~llllllll~i·ll~•••

rival New Mexico State. With of the Wyoming football team,
only a minute and a half in the
· game and the Aggies about to WAC champions the year before.
Meanwhile the UNM ski team,
score a touchdown that would anticipating another good year in
have put the game out of reach, the CentTal Intercollegiate Alpine
the Lobos recovered a fumble·oll' League, presented their case to
the four yard line, Just 39 seconds the Athletic Council for varsity
and four desperation passes later, recognition. The road proved to
the Lobos had their third win in be a rocky one as the athletic
the last four games, 24-21. Long department told the skiers no.
hit Stewart four straight times to . Through the efforts of the team
get the Lobos into scoring members themselves, they were
position and Sam Scarber crashed able to scrape together enough
over for the winning touchdown. money (mostly from
The freshman footballers, contributions from the state's ski
called the best freshman team ever run owners) to compete, The
assembled at UNM, went on to UNM ski team finally received
disappoint everyone with a 2·2 their
much-deserved varsity status
season: Spring drills since then two weeks ago.
have proven that the record was
In intramural football, the
deceiving because the Wolfpups winners of the three leagues were
will supply the 1970 Lobos with a •rewa in the dorm division, Pi
good crop of players.
Kappa Alpha among the
In Laramie, Wyo., Cowboy fraternities, and Law School in
football coach Lloyd Eaton the independent division. The
dismissed 14 black football Pikes went on to win the
players for taking part in a all-campus tournament.
demonstration against the racial
In the only other varsity sport
policies of Brigham Young in progress during the fall, the
University. The action touched UNM cross country teani finished
off a year of racial tension in the a disappointing seventh in the
WAC and resulted in t.he demise WAC, The harriers were the
defending league champions.
Individual performances worth
mentioning in the fall-Jay
Morrison, a defensive safety, set
school records and made national
rankings by intercepting nine
passes during the regular season.
Dave Bookert did not reap the
honors that he did in his junior
year but still performed well
enough to be drafted by the Los
Angeles Rams. The seniors on the
football team were Bookert,
Julios Koziol, Tim Lewis, John
Stewart, Willie Shaw, Greg
Sargovetz, and Fred Beatty,

and the

•

is easy!

Study Committee
The University Study
Committee's investigating sessions
scheduled for Friday and
Saturday, May 8 and 9, at which
10 students were to testify, have
been rescheduled fot May 14 and
15 ..

Now year-round living and
dining at the CoDege Inn.

.......• . .•..

Be good to yoursel(- and your pocketbook! Live at the College Inn this
summer and the coming semesters. It's
college living at its best. For here, we do
everything for you, except study. Here,
you'll enjoy heaping helpings of the
finest food on campus. Here, we'll
dust and clean and change the linen
for you. Moreover, there are laundry
facilities right on the premises. Dry
cleaning is picked up and delivered.
And here, you can have as much
or as little of the social whirl as you
want-when you want it. All this ...
now at low, low rates. Plus, by si&ning
up now for summer, you get first
choice of choice sites for the fall
semester. Do it today!
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Letter to Nixon
escalate rather than to de·escalate to see students protest against
.(Editor's note: The following our military involvement in what they feel is wrong by
letter wa~ sent to President Southeast Asia, Furthermore, we showing even more callous
Richard N1xon by the student judge as bad faith your failure to disregard for the rights of people
Senate of the University of consult with the Congress on your than even the "Establishment,"
Albuquerque.)
intentions of expanding an who shows enough disregard as it
By JOE COPELAND
undeclared war.
·
ij
President, U of A Senate
In conclusion, the majority of IS, I invite'all people who want to
The Student Senate of the the members of the Student express their views by boycotting
University of Albuquerque, in Senate of the University of classes to do so, But please stay at
view of the moral and religious Albuquerque believes your recent home and allow those who want
standards of our University statements and actions as to attend classes to do so. I am an
community, feels compelled to President of the United States of old fogey of 23 who thinlts that
speak out regarding recent America are not in the best climatology and limnology have
nat) o na) and international interests of our country or the some relevance. I want people to
developments and your best interests of the world. We respect my rights, to respect my
involvement with them.
hope and pray that you will see fit beliefs. 1 will be happy to boycott
In analyzing the tragic incident to attempt to bring all people my classes if it can be shown that
which took place May 4 at Kent together in love and harmony, my absence from class will either
State University, we conclude that ratper than continue your present
1) bring the Kent students
a number of National Guard administrative policy, which we
back to life· or
troops acted in a totally believe is dividing the nation.
2) bring' some semblance of
irresponsible manner. This action
peace to South East Asia
resulted in the needless deaths of
What Was Accomplished?
Russei Scott
at least four of our fellow
students and the serious injury of To the Editor:
Heinous DisrupUon ,
several others. While lack of
In the recent unrest on campus,
information prohibits us from we have students occupy To the Editor:
determining whether or not the unlawfully the Union, They have
When Cooper and Orzen were
troops involved acted in panic or also blocked the entrance to charged with the disruption of the
were actually ordered to open Stanford. A few scattered educational function of the
fire, the fact remains that;. they instances of physical intimidaiton University, it was assumed that
were inappropriately prepared and of students who wanted to attend said function had been disrupted
excessively armed for the class occurred. Granted, it was for real, but blow me down if the
situation at hand. We feel that in found that most students were Cooper and Orzen case isn't even
terms of both world and national allowed over or around barriers, a drop in the bucket when
peace, your initial response to the but the very presence of such compared to this week's events:
murder and injury of the Kent barriers were reminiscent of Nazi The University was closed down,
students is even less to be tactic. What did they accomplish? meaning no classes, no using the
condoned than the incident itself.
They stopped classes for the rest library, nothing, just marking
Even if the persons killed had of the week, but the students at time.
been part of the disorderly, Kent weren't brought back to life,
I'd like to see the guilty parties
rock-throwing minority of On the contrary scores of people to this most heinous disruption of
protestors (which they were not), were injured. The war has not the educational function of the
your statement justifying their ended and President Nixon has University hung by the thumbs.
slay ings would still be not changed his mindr"Would he
Michael P. Jogoleff
inexcusable. This slaughter was listen to John Dellinger? A
not for the sake of self defense, minority of the student body has
nor was it even in the shameless acted in the manner of hoodlums
Where It's At
"eye' for an eye, tooth for a using tactics of intimidation,
tooth" tradition. Rather, it was at violence, and flagrant disregard
best an unfortunate, sorrowful for anyone else's right. Why To the Editor:
It seems that we have been
mistake. As students and as should he listen to such people,
reduced
to the "all or none"
Americans, we feel a loss of While he is not as wise as Godr
confidence in your failure to and could have made the wrong tactics so common to our
Presidents, Heady to Nixon. Close
recognize this.
decision, he has access to more
We turn now to the movement information than any student, A the school or forget the whole
of United States troops into man of Nixon's intelligence does damn thing, are not the only
Cambodia and the resumption of not make an unpopular move alternatives. While I do not
bombing of North Viet Nam, without good reason. Nobody has advocate normal routine, neither
actions which have incited given him credit for his courage, It do I feel that' closing UNM down,
hundreds of thousands of would have been the easy thing to disbanding the students, and
students including those killed at keep the troops out of Cambodia. landing an early summer job is
Kent, td protest. We believe that Why not demonstrate against the going to affect the war. Let's not
it is unrealistic to assume that US presence of Hanoi troops in be fools, Lonesome Dave would
just love to lay claim to having
military forces will succeed !n Cambodia-long after they were "handled"
by effectively killing
accomplishing in seven weeks m ordered out! Why are they dissent withusclosure.
Ask yourself
Cambodia that which they have marching in the direction of why Heady closed us down-Right
been unable ·to accomplish in Phnom Penh?
on!-to freeze us out.
several years in Viet Nam. We
As a student who paid good
Eric Nelson asks for relevancy.
hope we are mistaken, yet we money to attend class, I demand We elected him, let's support him,
think it much more probable that an end to the Nazi tactics of a Keep. the image alive, keep
these actions are serving to student minority. I do not want ourselves alive with rallies,
teach-ins, getting each class to
discuss the issues in terms of the
CLASSIFIED
subject taught, boycott classes not
relevant and if it's not too much
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word '!IfniWHERE: .Journalism Building, Room
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to ask, let's keep cool thinking
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PERSONALS

LOOKING !or nn!urnl&hcd house or large
apartment to rent or oublcase beginning
June 281 Write Dr. David Lnrnon 1219
East 63rd Street, ChiCllgo, Illinois 60615.
6/16
ANYONE LIKE a tape o( Beatie songs ns
yet not on the market? Even when
they do come out, they maY be different
verolono. Unique collector's item I Call
243-0619, 5/13
Student doing paper on homosexunlity,
Any peroons having ln!ormnlion please
call 256·0G8S nfter S p,rn, Completely
eonfldentlal, 5/12
TAKE UP payments on beautiful cons!'le
Plano. Write: Credit Manager, Ast.nWeight Pinnas, 120 w..t 3300 South,
Snit Lnkc City, Utah 84116. 5/11
WANT TO RENT: Alrmnn-husband, s,tudent-wltc want to rent apartment dur,ng
summer vncnt!on period only. CMR Box
2598, Kirtland AFB. fi/20
NOW RECElVING APPLIOATIO:NS f~r
fall . and summer sessions-st. Mark s
lCinderltnrten nnd NW"Scry. One block
eMt of university. Cnll 266·7336. G/16

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Nntiunnl Gunrd hnt, site G% •
Rewnrd. Rm. 222 Santa Clnrtt Mnll.
ll/16
.'
LOsT: o;;;-;old th·-r-ec-1:-o-op-ed'"'~c-nr:::r:;::ln::g:-,~R;:-c•
wnrd, Cnll ""cnings, Llndn, 247·8578.
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ART MAJORS
Draw from life!! at
Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Central N.E.
Noon til Midnight ·

HELP PREVENT POLLUTiqN I Rlde n
bike I 3,.peed bike converted mto n rn~er
with dropped haildlcbnrs '!nd large rno!n,~t
sprocket. Excellent condition. $40 and 1t s
youn1. 255-1152. 5/11
EXCELLENT GRADUATION GIFT:
New 14 earnt white gold, 17 jewel
wntch with 10 sill!tlc cut diamonds. Cost
87.50; 'now $65. Cnll 247·2545 or 243·3349.
1969 VW Camper. 8000 wnrrnnty miles
•llll In effect. 299·3582 ntrer five. 6/11

1960 MOBILE HOME, 12 fe<!t by 52 feep.
like new, rcnsonnblc. Cnll 345·0461. 5t7
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Only'-$1,50

"' :tlt~S·II'
IS THE BEST
4MERICAN W4R
COM ED\'
SINCE
SOUND
C4ME
IN!"
-Pauline KaeJ.
New Yorker

"'M*A*S*Hr

begins where
·.other anti-war
films end!"
-Time Magazine

20thC.ntury-Foxpresents

~(·;•.

S·ll

J.'f'.
Starnng ".._,; a;;

'M::;A;::s;::H' is what
the new freedom
of the screen,
·is all about."
An lngo Pre-Richard Scliickel, Life

DONALD SUTHERLAND· ELLIOTI GOULD· TOM SKERRITI
Co-Starring SALLY KEUiiMAN ·ROBERT DUVAll· JOANN PflUG • RENE AUBERIONOIS
PI"Odllted by
Directed by
Streenplay by

INGO PREMINGER

ROBERT AlTMAN

RING LARDNER. Jr.

from a novel by RICHARD l+:lOKER Mus~ by JOHNNY MANDEL
Color by DE LUXE., PANAYISION ®

FOX WJNROCK THEATRE
Held Over
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Go

Door$0pen7:00pm

Universffy P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
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RATES, 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

EMPLOYMENT

nRIVERS NEEDED-train now to drive
e~mi trUck, lo~nl nnd over the road.
Y~u cnn earn over $4.00 per hour, n£ter
short training, For Interview nnd np·
pi!cntlon, cnll 505-243·4942 or wr•tc
SnCety Dept., United Systl!llls, Inc., 2019
Men nul A VI!IIUc N.E., Albuquer<!Ue, New
Mcl<ico, 87107. 5/13, 6/19
MANAGER FOR AMUSEMENT Dl'/VICES. Red River, N.M. Full summers
work~ Mtile, ·singie, l!linitntlm ngo t.wcntrthrcc-1 business mn,1or _prcferreq. Room
!urnlshcd-l!nlnry nnd bonus. Wrote D. U.
Gul!cdg~. (~ulcldy I), 212 Enst Mlnosn
Circle Snn Mnrcos, Toxns 78666 enclos·
lnsr•·C::ctlt photo and phone number, 5/12

7)

I

1070 HONDA. 360 street IMded. Eixcellcttt
cO'Ildlt!on, $650.00. 842·6066. G/12

1

2 Complete Shows!'
7:30 & 9:40

NEW.MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

5/18
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Forty-three to ci~:hty·slx mm nuto NIK·
KOR ZOOM LENS. Cnll Mike 243-7600.

MALt"
lrtir~PWAN'l'r~D: AJc~n-s~b~t.u.
nrY has two openings. $3.00 hr, Call 268·

~.-...~ 256-7241 "t•
~:~·.-.;:
•• lf"•l
•

.
To the Ed1tor:
~e t~e student Senate of t~e
· Umv~rs1ty _of Albuq!,!_~q.ue, m
keep1":!!: wit~ our posrtwn of
neutrality, Wish to express our
views on the policies of student
strikers. W~ fee) that studen~s
hav~ the. nght to express the!r
behe~s Ill. any man~e; their
conscience d1.cta~es; prov1dmg.that
they do not mfrmge on the nghts
of other~. . .
If ll;n mdJVJdua! ~eels.compelle?
!o strike, o~r~J?Illl?t_I.IS .t~at this
IS ~ell and JUstified.' prov1dmg ~he
str1ker does not mterfere With
others wishing to. attend classes.
We would also hke to call up_on
the officials in charge to recogmze
the rights of. these strikers, an?
not to penahze them for the~r
beliefs.

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. ForSale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMESSTARTING _ __

OPPORTUNITY, spnretlme, nddrcssinl)' envelope.• nncl <ircul:mJ I l\Inke $27:00 per
thousand. Hnmlwr•ttcn or typed 1') You~
l10n\<!. Send just $2 fot• 1NI:1TUUC! IONS
plus r,IST 011 l•'IHMS using nudr<;;~"""
l:lntrsfnollon Gunrnnweu I ll & V ~.N.
'l'Mi~l'RISES, llept. 4-90, PO no>: 105G,
Yucnipn, Cnl!f. 02399, 6/11
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Position Letter

TERMS: Payment mu.st be made In !oU prior ta insertion or advertisement.

• New 8 track
1
."I • and cassettes ·:'·i 1
. :.~~ $3.99 or 3 for $10••
• ••• •
•
··~

the issue? Think! Is the issue
really as parochial as we threaten
to make it? We want to have a real
effect on ending thi~ futile. waste
of live:;, The real .1asu~ 1s. n?b
closing UNM down, It 1s m
convincing the Nixons Agnews
Helbings and Cargo~ of thi~
country that we do not exist to
serve and support them, but that
elected officials must serve and
represent us.
We do not ~ave. demands that
can be comp1·omised, but our
demands are not unreasonable. We
want o~t of Vietnam (so) that ':"e
may duect ourselves at; sav!n~
America. Open sores ex1st; c1vil
rights and the rights of women
have need of the funds and
attention wasted in this war. W.9at
·of poverty, population control,
and environmental health? What
of our commitment to the
Physical Plant workers right here
on this campus? How do you
propose to meet this pledge on a
closed campus?
Let's show people that we are
not ghosts of San Francisco State.
This is UNM, and we could be
where it's really at. Peace.
Strail E. Keyohara

nfl~•·

6 )\,nl. only 5/11

MISCELLANEOUS

DISCOVErt l•'LYING. $5 firat lcs..an, $H
hr. niter. Lee Mason, 268·4680, 4/1G

ENCLOSED$_,_ _ __

PLACED BY-~--------
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Free U Needs Participation
The UNM ~'strike" has been settled
through the implementation of . academic
1·eform. The reasons behind calling the strike
and the reasons behind the necessity for
academic reform are to some very dif.{erent,
and it is perhaps a little strange that the
strike shouU. have been settled through a
seemingly unrelated issue.
But the need for academic reform, · as
exemplified by the adamant requests for a
free university, stems from ·the same
frustration which brought the call for a
strike. Frustrated students feel that just as
the Nixon administration is unwilling to
change its foreign policy, college and
university administrations are unwilling to
change their educational policies.
G

./
oY"

The agreement reached and ratified by all
but the most unthinking members of the
faculty has shown.that the majority bf the
academic community realizes the need for a
free forum of academic exchange. And while
there are those who . will say that a "free
university" \viii not bring the Kent State
four back to life, nor stop the killip.g in
Southeast :Asia, not rectify any other
, societal ills, we who will participate in the
free forum will perhaps take the' first step in
·
those directions.
The opportunity to experiment, if not
implement permanent reform, must not be
lost because students show the same
structured, unyielding inflexibility which has
so far marked our nation's leadership.
Sarah ·Laidlaw

'Brewer, You Only Supposed To Be Keepin' This Here Chair Warm!'

(;

·:

Bema

Reaching For Minds, Not Blood

Bema i."J unsolicited. signed guest editorial opinion.

By PATRICIA ANN NELSON
When language is stripped to
simplistic symbol, the posibility
of communication is obliterated.
This is the language of polarities.
It is a language Which sidesteps
reality and reverts to passionate
symbolism to create
confrontation which utterly
disregards people. The present
situation of fear and name-calling
is rapidly becoming critical. The
violent incidents on the University
campus the night of May 8 are
only very suppressed and
tightlipped. indications df the
probable violence if we continue
to shrink and divide the world.
The issue at stake is much broader
than even the horrible
im"plications of Kent and
Cambodia.
I feel that these polarities arise
because of an entire society of
faceless people totally frustrated
at their inability to reach one
another. Certainly this is true at
UNM where students sit alone in
the crowded Union anonymously
ripping up their styrofoam coffee
cups~where students and
professors share no communion.
This non-personalism is supported
by the half-heatted complaint
which is the only r!!action of the
student body, faculty, and
administration. It is a stagnant
situation completely opJ?Osed to
the vitality and vigour whfcb slips
apathetically into the dull-witted
dangers of plastic language.
· We have become a community
with no communication, Instead
of constructive discussion one can
merely blip "Ronald Reagon" or
"Spiro Agnew" and receive the
appropriate casual liberal
response. There is no
commun.ication in this

exchange • , . only a recitation of
our current political litany. When
you refuse to face the reality ol'
the issue and simple·mindedly
transform it into symbol-you are
creating the polarities which are
beginning_ to congeal and harden
in this community.
Three people were stabbed on
the UNM campus May 6 over the
U.S. flag. This, to me is the most
plastic symbol of a1l. People start
fighting over flagpoles when their
minds are totally frustrated at
their inability· to communicate.
There is no interchange of opinion
in such a situation, no possibility
to even begin to resolve the agon
and tension of this reality. You
can only meaninglessly squabble
over a piece of cloth.
We as a world community are
reaching the point where fighting
over flagpoles is universal. The
reality of Kent and Cambodia is
stomach turning. You are only
making the situation easy on
yourself if you turn this sickening
truth into the digestible plastic
pap you've been eating since you
forgot how to think. We have very
1 it tie time left to reopen
communication. The mob appeal
of plastic responses must not be
resorted to. People must begin to
assert their humanity.
Communication is a painful
process. It takes endurance and
guts to listen and to speak, but if
you refuse this risk you run the
greater chance . of relinquishing
your humanity· altogether. You
can not wait till the wall is built
and you are backed up against it.
Then the only response will be a
mutual confrontation of
meaningless names. It will not
really matter whether you are on
the dirty hippie side or the pig
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Editor:
No Longer Silent
To the Editor:
He who is silent wiB not be in
the majority very long.
Because of the silence on · the
part of the majority of the
student body, the Jess than one
tenth of one percent anarchists
are gaining an over abundance of
publicity.
I can remember the days when
the impatient, ill informed and
".change the system instantly"
individual would stand on a soap
box bellowing out his illogica1Iy
programmed intentions which
were promulgated not from his
innate inteUigence or analytical
mind, but fol' his own self egotism
and recognition.
Inch by inch is a cinch-yard by
yard is hard. If we disagree with
the acts or inactions of our
legislature and executive
department, Jet's be a little more
selective in who we vote for in the
future elections and insist on·"
these individuals as being
spokesmen of the majority of
their constituents.
If that one tenth of one percent
were right, they would blockade .
military institutions, police
stystems, court houses-but not·
our learning institutions.
Our learning institutions could
be the epitome of freedom.
Don't permit the anarchists to
hide behind the apron strings of
the peaceful co-existence of the
university premise of higher
learning.
.
If the anarchists want to
blockade something that will serve
a purpose, possibly the Rio
Grande around Albuquerque
would be a start; then we would
have a recreational lake in the·
Albuquerque area.
Silent majority! Speak up so we
remain a majority!
Arthur R. Mott

Product Support
To the Editor:
cop side. By that time you won't
(Letter received from Western
even be able to live up to your
College, Oxford, Ohio.)
reputation as ·effete snobs. The
On May 6, a group of students
leisure for intellectualizing will be
and faculty members were
long since passed.
Here at UNM the Union has discussing measures we, as
individuals and as an institution
already been symbolized as a
bastion of liberalism. That could take now to make our
concept could be vitalized and voices heard at the governmental
made necessary to the community level. We do support the strikes
as a whole. The Union could be and demo.nstrations taking place
on campuses throughout the
re·opened to the public with a 24
hour rumor· control center nation. However, we are appalled
voluntarily manned. KUNM in by the injury and deaths that have
cooperation with other news· resulted from these measures. Last
services could maintain accurate night our group concluded that
information. The whole the most effective way to move
community could be vigorously our government to action would
involved in the chance to resolve be through economic pressure,
their opinions, to discuss. Do you · Let's face it-money talks.
We have initiated a nation-wide
know that there are people in this
town who are afraid to park near boycott of certain products for
this school for fear their tires will which students in particular are
the market. These products are
be slashed?
The community must be manufacuted by giant
integrated with the University. corporations that have a major
The Board of Regents and the voice in political affairs, If these
New Mexico Senate could be economic institutions begin to
written to and interviewed as have a decline in sales, and are
human beings with some attempt made aware of the reasons for our
to give them an accurate, boycott, they will begin to
unhysterical look at this situation. pressure the government to give
Other colleges could be ear to our requests. These requests
communicated with to try to are those. being made by students
make this national struggle everywhere: Stop the killing in
cohesive. There are 300 colleges Southeast Asia, and at home,
on strike. If they all took a stand Bring back the troops. Stop
as human beings they would stand sending the Natinal Guard onto
campuses and into the ghetto with
a chance for changes.
We have witnessed the senseJess loaded guns..
The action we plan needs
chaos of armed men lawlessly
creating disorder on this campus. everyone's support. Lack of faith
This is an insidiously polarized in its effecitveness can be its only
sight. We must resist following the downfall. We need your support.
same mindless, reactionary path. If you want to help put an end to
It leads only to the stupidities of dying, stop buying beer,
flagpole fighting, We must reach cosmetics, liquor, and records.
for the minds of people, not fight And, do not buy anyihing that is
not absolutely necessary.
for their blood.

'

'·

We have contacted st(tdents and
faculty members at campuses in
Ohio and elsewhere. We have their
support. Please help us spread the
word.
Jane Ferry

Guard Riot

More Care Needed
To the Editor:
.
In your editorial, date line May
7, 1970, you used the word
"murder" in connection with the
deaths of the four students at
Kent State University.
I submit that we do not yet
have sufficient information
available to us to justify the use of
this word in connection with the
Kent incident. We are all aware of
the emotional turmoil caused many
of us because of the events of
recent days, but I submit that an
editor of a responsible student
newspaper ought to choose her
words regarding this situation
with more care and responsibility.
Ray Ball

Two Views
To the Editor:
Within the past two months
two tragedies involving students
have occurred. However, the vocal
elements among the student body
have reacted quite differently to
these two events.
At the University of California
at Santa Barbara a student was
shot and killed as he tried to
extinguish a fire set by an
arsonist. Thus far, the guilty party
has not been apprehended but
there is a reasonable chance that
he is a campus radical.
At Kent State four students
were shot and Idlied during a
demonstration. These four
students were almost certainly
shot by some members of a
National Guard unit.
The campus militants have
deliberately ignored the Santa
Barbara killing of a student
engaged in a completely
non·provocative act. These same
campus militants have raised ,a
loud lament about the Kent State
killings of' students at least some
of whom were . engaged in the
mildly provocative act of rock
throwing.
To me, these facts suggest that
the militants arc only mildly
concerned about human life.
Their true concern is the finding
of some cause to alienate and
radicalize the student body.
J. E. Steehnan
Professor, NMSU

...

NEV\1

Wait for Facts
To the Editor:
I read your editorial in the
Thursday, May 7 issue of the New
Mexico Lobo,
You indicate that the rage felt
at UNM was over four senseless
murders at Kent State University.
How do you know it was murder?
I find it d iffi cult to
comprehend your reasoning. It
would appear that when a student
confronts a police officer, and the
student throws a brick at that
police officer-and causes him great
bodily harm, the act is excused
because the student is engaging in
dissent. However, if that police
officer shoots the student and
kills him, then the .poJice officer is
guilty of murder?
I would suggest. we wait until
all facts have been brought to
light, and we allow a grand jury to
determine whether or not a
murder has been committed at
Kent University.
Louis A. Keating

In this action sequence of photos taken last Friday just as the National Guard had begun their charge across the mall,
Sonny Flowers is shown a!; he was knocked to the ground. Flowers, who was on crutches and was unable to move fast
enough to avoid the onrushing gtra:rdsmen, is shown in the center picture being helped to his feet. In the third picture
Flowers is on his feet surrounded by guardsmen.
.
·
Flowers eventually escaped the melee unharmed but his assistant was not so lucky as he was bayonetted by the second
wave of guardsmen. The pictures were taken by Lobo photographer Steve Part.
As Part was trying to get a picture of Flowers' assistant being stabbed be was also bayonetted in the back.
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Faculty Changes Class Plan

Blood Donors Needed

12-Week 0 ption Altered

John Dressrrian, one of the 10 individuals who was
bayonetted by the National Guard last Friday is
currently in only fair condition at BCMC and is in
critical need of blood donations.
The other nine Guard victims were not critically
injured and have all been released from the hospital.
Dressman, however, suffered a severed artery in the leg
and has undergone several transfusions.
Qualifications for blood donors include:
." .
Individual must be 21 years or over, or, if between
ages of 18 and 20, an individual may donate blood if he
has his parents' or guardians' permission.
Donor must weigh 110 pounds or more and must not
be on any medicine or drugs. Nor can a female donor
have been. pregnant or suffered a miscarriage in the last.
six months. Persons who have had hepatitis or yellow
jaundice cannot be accepted.
People who are allergic to penicillin, sulfa, or any
major family of drugs will not be accepted.
Donors must wait a minimum of four hours after
eating before donating blood.
All individuals desiring to donate blood should go to
the Blood Bank on Coal Ave. S.E. Donors needing rides
to the Blood Bank should contact John Wilkins at the
Information Desk in the Union. Donors should
specifically indicate that the blood is a donation for
Dressman.
Blood Bank hours are: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Friday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., and on Thursday
from 7 a.m. to noon.
As of noon Tuesday Dressman needed neaYly 40 pints
to repay those he has already used. In addition, any
blood donated above what Dressman actually requires
will go toward paying his medical bills.

Questions concerning the
equity of giving a student a
semester's credit on the basis of
12 weeks work led the faculty
yesterday to make a minor
modification of the class option
plan approved Monday.
The change, which sets a floor
on the grade a student may get
after May 20, was one of several
minor modifications and
"interpretations of the sense" of
the original option plan which
arose after the plan was put into
effect.
The proposal passed yesterday,
sets up a guarantee that students
who elect to remain in a class shall
not receive a grade "lower than
that which he could have obtained
by withdrawal" from the course
with his current" grade.
The original plan approved
Monday allows a student to
continue in the regular class,
through the end of the semester,
withdraw with the "current: level
of performance" the basis for his
semester of credit, take a
Credit-No Credit (CR·NCR) or an
incomplete (to be made up) in
course work without penalty.
The amendment to the plan
also allows a student who has
withdrawn from a course Monday
or today to re-enter the class.
"Let's not kid ourselves. If a
student sees one leave with the
current grade and he knows he
may risk his grade standing by
staying, he will be very
concerned." he said.

The mechanics of taking the
grade option plan are as follows:
A student withdrawing from a
course would go through his
college, and the regular
withdrawal procedure. The $5 late
withdrawal fee will not be
charged.
A student electing to take a
CR·NCR, or incomplete should
discuss it with his professor in
each class. The professor is not
required to turn in any grades
until the end of the semester, so
each professor has been asked to
give the student a "receipt" of the
grade mutually decided upon, and
to keep a written record of the
grades given.
Students who wish then to
enroll in the Free University
classes must sign up on lists
posted on the front windows in
the former IBM building on the
southeast corner of Central ahd
Stanford. The building is the
headquarters for the Free
University.
Meeting times for the two
dozen or more classes now being
formed have not been determined
but many are meeting in the
afternoon or evening, said Joel
Jones, coordinator of' the
program.
Questions on the procedure, or
the long term effects of any
option selected, should be taken
to the student's department
office.
The option plan, and Free
University will be on a trial basis

in the spring semester only, said
Jones.
An open phone line question
and answer session on the new
proposal will be broadcast tonight
on KUNM at 8 p.m. Two
members from the Faculty Policy
Committee, charged with
interpreting ;· the option plan's
provisions, members of tho
administration, including Richard
Lawrence, dean of the college of
education, and three students will
be on the panel.
Yesterday Vice President for
Academic Affairs Chester
Travelstead, who supported the
measure, said he was surprised a{.•
the number of students who had
already opted to drop their
regular classes.
The faculty also approved an
extension of the deadline for
evaluating current. "levels of
performance," and reporting
changes to Wednesday, May 20.
The date approved Monday was
May 15. The faculty also stated
the withdrawal option would "not
he retroactive."
·
Chairman of the Faculty Policy
Committee, Marion Cottrell, said
in response to charges that some
professors were contemplating
giving out blanket ''F's",
"reduced grade would not be
consistent with the intent" of the
proposal adopted Monday, and
added a student should "hav'!.
some indication of his grade
before he chooses which option to
take."
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Trespass Warrant Issued
D.A. Files Criminal Charges Against 130
A warrant charging criminal trespass was
issued Tuesday by the Bernalillo County
district attorney's office against 130 persons
arrested Friday. in the Union after a
restraining order was issued by District
Court Judge Paul Larrazolo.
The complaint was filed by Jack Johnson,
State Police agent, and Alexander Sceresse,
currently on leave of absence as the district
attorney.
Persons named in the warrant have until
Monday, May 18 at 9:30 a.m. to engagean
attorney to file an entry of appearance: .If
any person has not had an entry filed on his
behalf by the May 18 deadline; he will be
subject to arrest and $100 bond, said
Leonard Levy, an attorney representing
several students arrested Friday on the civil"'
contempt charges. "If they fail to show up
for any of these hearings, a bench warrant
will be issued" and bond will be necessary,
said Levy.
A 7 p.m. meeting has been called in the
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Union Ballroom for all persons arrested
Friday on the civil charges and named in the
criminal warrant issued yesterday. At the
meeting, those named will be given a list of
attorneys who are donating their services so
all persons wm have legal counsel.
The criminal warrant was issued on the,
basis of a law passed by the last legislature
which reads in part: "No person shall
willfully refuse or fail to leave the property
of, or any building or other facility owned,
operated, or controlled by the governing
board of any institution of higher educatlion
upon being requested to do so by the chief
administrative officer or his designee charged
with maintaining order on the campus and in
its facilities or a dean of a college or
university, if the person is committing,
threatens to commit, or incites others to
commit any act which would disrupt,
impair, interfere with, or obstruct the lawful
mission, processes, procedures, or functions
of t~e institution."
'

